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ABSTRACT

The results of the EPR studies concerning the paramagnetic centers with nsl

(N = n > 2) outer electronic configuration contained in crystals are reviewed. Such
centers, with 2S]/2 ground state, are produced by electron trapping at impurities of the
IB and IIB group or by hole trapping at impurities of the IIIB and IV group of elements.
The production and structural properties of such centers consisting of ns1 ions (atoms)
at vaiious sites in the crystal lattice with different configurations of neighbouring defects
are discussed in connection with their EPR characteristics. Tables containing the spin
Hamiltonian parameters of all ns1 centers reported in the literature until the end of year
1992 are gi\*en.
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The last part of the paper contains a set of tables in which the spin Hamiito-
nian parameters and essential production properties of the various n-s'-centers in
anorganic crystals reported so far, are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Several reviews concerning the EPR of the paramagnetic transition-metal ions in
crystals are now available, either as periodic reports published in the Magnetic Res-
onance Review, or in books [1,5,135] and review papers [99,124]. Such paramagnetic
centers are usually observed in the as grown crystals, the paramagnetic state being
the normal valency state of the impurity in the crystal-host lattice.

The present review is focussing on a different kind of paramagnetic centers, the
so-called ns1 centers. Such centers, consisting mainly of a. paramagnetic ion with
TJJ1 (n > 2) outer electron configuration, are seldom observed in the as grown crys-
tals. They are produced its crystals containing cationic impurities with ns3 electron
configuration by the trapping of electrons or holes induced by irradiation, as well
as by additive or electrolytic colouring (Table 1). In many cases several paramag-
netic centers with different spin Hamittonian parameters were reported for the same
impurity-crystal host system. The differences are due to the various locations of the
paramagnetic ion in the crystal lattice as well as to the presence of neighbouring
defects like vacancies, interstitials or impurity anions.

The present review is based on a literature survey of various reference sources
performed along several years during which the authors have been involved in the
study of such centers. Any omissions are due to inadverent oversight.

The paper is divided in four main parts. The first is concerned with the pro-
duction and structure of the ns1 centers, which is far from trivial and is essential in
understanding their structure and EPR spectral properties.

The second part contains a short review of the theory of EPR spectra for systems
with S = 1/2, and / > 1/2, including the case of dominant hyperfine interaction,
which is the valid one in many cases. Although the case has been discussed in a
unitary form in the monograph of Poole and Farach [108], several approaches are to
be found in the literature devoted to the ns'-centers. The present survey is mainly
an attempt to put together the various approaches.

The third and main part is presenting the various results of the EPR studies
on nsl centers reported so far, the accent being not on chronology and priority
aspects but on the general features connected with the formation and structure
of tlie resulting centers under various conditions (temperature, optical treatments,
etc.). The understanding of the structure and formation mechanism of the rjjs1-
centers has markedly improved in the last years as a result of the studies performed
on the similar rip*-centers, which are much more sensitive to the surrounding crystal
fields.

2 PRODUCTION AND STRUCTURE OF THE
ns1 CENTERS

The nj1 centers have been extensively studied in alkali halides (mainly chlorides)
host crystals, where a large body of data are available. The production of the TIJ1

centers in alkali halides is based on eariy observation by Delbecq et a! [48] that dop-
ing KC1 with certain ns'-impurities, like Tl+, Ag+ or Pb2+, strongly enhances both
the rate of formation and the final concentration of the self-trapped hole centers (VI
centers) produced by irradiation with ionizing radiatso at low (T < 100K) tempera-
tures. It has been suggested that such impurity ions act as efficient electron-trapping
centers (resulting in electron trapped centers like Tl", Ag° or Pb+), strongly reduc-
ing the recombination of the electrons and holes produced by irradiation. Many of
the ns1 impurity ions act as efficient hole traps too. Consequently, by warming such
a low temperature irradiated crystal at temperatures where theholes become mobile
(T > 170K in KC1) it is possible to obtain high concentrations of hole-trapped cen-
ters like Tl1+, Ag2+ or Pb3+. The various hole and electron trapping reactions have
been extensively studied by Delbecq et al. Jn KCI.T1+ [45] and KCl.Ag+ [47] crys-
tals. Further evidence concerning the structure of such centers has been obtained
by the EPR study of the isostructural np1-centers [46,56,102].

The formation and structure of the TIS1 centers is determined to a large extent by
the vacancies, present in the host lattice before irradiation as charge compensating
cation vacancies of the bivalent TIB or IVB ns2-impurity cations or produced by
irradiation in the form of anion vacancies. Their presence in the neighbourhood
of the ns1 paramagnetic ions results in the lowering of the symmetry of the local
crystal field, which is however very little reSected in the EPR spectra of the ns'
centers, due to the s-like character of their wave function. The usual absence of a
resolved superhyperfine (shf) structure for such centers makes extremely difficult the
determination of the structure of the corresponding paramagnetic center. For this
reason the structural models of the various rts1 centers in alkali halides are based,
in many cases, on indirect evidence.

The main bulk of data concerning the production and structure of the ns1 centers
refers to the alkali halides. As suggested from earlier EPR studies on transition
metal ions in alkali halides [99, 124], the monovalent cation impurities are located
substitution ally at cation sites of the cubic lattice. In the case of substitutiona.1
bivalent cation impurities au equal number of charge compensating vacancies are
present in the lattice host, usually located in the nearest neighbour (NN) or next
nearest neighbour (NNN) positions.

The irradiation of alkali halides at low temperatures (T < 100K) with ionizing



radiation or even with UV-light dose to the band gap value (5-10 eV), produces
electrons, holes and excitous, the last being subsequently involved in the production
of anioQ vacancies and interstitiais [4, 71]. The electrons (e~), which are mobile,
are trapped either by the anion vacancies (v.) resulting in F centers, or by the n-P
cation impurities (Mc

+). The holes (k+) are self-trapped forming V* centers. The
reactions of interest here are:

M+ + (M - Cu, Ag, Au) (la)

-»X,-(VO (X = C\, Br, I) (lb)

where the subscript indicates the occupation site of the ion/atom (c-cation site, a-
anion site, i-interstitial). In the case of the IIB impurities reaction (la) is replaced
by

t + Mt (Mi = Zn, Cd, Hg) £!«=)
where vc represents the neighbouring cation vacancy.

Upon warming the irradiated crystal several processes take place. The V* centers
become mobile (above 170K in KCl), a large fraction of them being trapped at the
impurity ions, resulting in hole trapped ns1 centers, according_to the reactions:

Mi + Vk~* Mc
2+ + 2X~ (M = Ga, In, Tl) (2a)

Me] "= + V* -» Mtl+v< + 2X" (Me = Ge, Sn, Pb) (2b)

At even higher temperatures, where vacancies are mobile, they can be either trapped
at or released from the ns1 centers. In the case of the cation vacancies the following
reactions can take place:

M2+ + vc —*T>r- M\+vc [M = Ga, In, Tl) (3a)

r" Af e+ = Zii, Cd, Hg)

Met

(3b)

(3c)

where T, is the activation temperature for the movement of vacancies (T. = 220K
for both uc and u. in KC1 or RbCl [56]).

As initially suggested in the case of the atomic Ag°(5j') center in KCl [88, 89],
the atomic ns1 center can trap anion vacancies forming the so-called Aa

F centers:

A/e° +1». =>T>r* = A% (M = Cu, Ag, Au) (4a)

Such centers are produced in even larger concentrations by optically bleaching
at T > T. in the F-banrf crystals previously irradiated at lower temperatures. The
analogy with a similar process, previously observed in alkali haiide crystals doped
with alkali impurities [83], by which FA centers, (i.e. F centers next to alkali impuri-
ties) were obtained, has been the main argument supporting the reaction (4a). The
direct demonstration of the validity of reaction (4a) came later from the study of

the isostructural A/°(l) -npl centers (Af = Ga, In, Tl) [56, 112]. It has been also
shown that such centers can be produced by reactions:

Mi + v. =>T>T* Af>. (4b)

Af>. + «" =*• A/>a = A% = Af°(l) (4c)

Reaction (4b) is also valid for M = Zn, Cd, Hg resulting in A% centers. By irradiation
with ionizing radiation at temperatures where vacancies are mobile, besides the
Af centers, various other centers are produced. Of special interest are the so-
called negative ions. The existence of such ions, supposed to be located at anionic
sites of the lattice, has been earlier proposed from optical studies on additively
or electroljtically colored alkali halides doped with copper, silver or thallium [77,
132]. The mechanism through which they are produced has been under debate since
then. By optical bleaching at 300K in the negative ions optical absorption band (B-
band) Melnikov et al. [88, 89] have observed in a KCl.Ag+ crystal a new n^-center
called AgJ, consisting of an Ag° atom at an anion site. The proposed production
mechanism consist of a simple ionization step:

n- =:.MS) (5)

Based on the positive identification by EPR. spectroscopy of the Ag°, AgJ. and
Ag|j centers, the following sequence of reactions has been proposed to explain the
production of negative ions:

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

Ag°

+ e" (6)

where (A) and (B) correspond to (la) and (4a), respectively. Reactions (B) and
(C) take place by optical excitation in the F and Agj? optical absorption bands
respectively. Reactions (B) and (D) are thermally activated. Reaction (C) has been
found to take place even at low temperatures, suggesting a tunneling process. The
above set of reactions exclude the interstitiatization of the silver atom [80, 93, 129].
Its general character remains to be confirmed from the study of other ions and
lattice hosts. Although no Cu' centers have been observed yet, the reactions (6) are
considered to determine the formation of theCu" negative ions too [134]. Supporting
evidence for the general character of reactions (6) comes from the identification of
the M?, A/£ and M* centers (M = Ga, In, Tl) in KCl and NaCl crystals after X-ray
irradiation at room temperature [65, 112].

rwl centers have been also observed in mixed alkali halides. Such centers exhibit
a characteristic shf patterns due to the presence in the first neighbourhood of a
second type of anion.



Very little is known about the production properties and structure of the nj 1

centers in other lattice hosts. Such centers were produced by irradiation with ion-
izing radiation, but very little effort has been devoted towards the study of their
production and structural properties. In certain oxides and semiconductors, r e -
type paramagnetic centers were observed in the as grown crystals. In the latter case
the concentration of the nj'-centers could be drastically changed by illumination in
the band gap.

3 THEORY OF THE EPR SPECTRA

3.1 The spin Hamiltonian of the nsl centers
The EPR spectra of the rc-s'^S) paramagnetic centers can be described by the
general spin Hamiltonian

H =

with the usual notations [I]. Here 5" = 1/2 and / may have, one or more values,
corresponding to the nuclear isotopes of the nsJ impurity involved (table 2).

Due to the strong na-character of the electron wave function the main contri-
bution to the hyperfine (hf) parameter A comes from the isotropic Fermi contact
term

Af = y J J * j VUO) P (8)

where | ^nj(0) |J represents the n^-wave function density at the central nucleus.
Theoretical evaluations, as well as experimental data obtained from magnetic reso-
nance measurements on ion beams or ions (atoms) trapped in inert gas matrices show
(table 2) that several / ^ 0 isotopes exhibit very large hf splittings, i.e. A >• g0H,
at least in the microwave X-band (9 GHz), in which the EPR measurements are
usually performed.

It is the main reason why, in many cases, the spin Hamiltonian parameters
are now determined by fitting the experimental magnetic field values of the EPR
transitions with the corresponding values obtained from a numerical diagonalization
of (7).

In many particular cases accurate values of the spin Hamiltonian parameters have
been obtained by fitting the transition fields with analytical solutions corresponding
to the diagonalization of (7) in various approximations. In all case3 the energy levels
are mainly determined by the first two terms, which are the largest.

The nuclear quadrupole interaction term from (7) has been considered only iita
very few cases. It vanishes for / < 1/2. In other cases it is either too small, or it is
difficult to determine, being a second order phenomena [l].

The superhyperfine (shf) interaction with the nuclei of the neighbouring ligands
has been taken into consideration only in such cases when the corresponding struc-

S + AS I-

The eigenvalues of (9) are then given by the Breit-Rabi formula [41]:

ture in the EPR spectrum is resolved. Its theoretical treatment will be discussed
separately.
' In many cases, like in alkali halides, the EPR spectra of the nj1- centers are

isotropic, or there is a small anisotropy (~ 1%) in g and A, which is neglected. The
EPR spectra are then described by the simple spin Hamiltonian

* / (9)

(10)

where F = S+ I,nif = m±±,x = te"0£
In the zero magnetic field there are only two levels with energies ^AI and

— ̂ v4( J+1), separated by AW. Two types of transitions are observed, corresponding
to the selection rules in the extreme cases:

g0H>A : AF=±l,AmF = ±l (AM = ±1,Am = 0) (Ila)
0,Am = ±l) (lib)

, AW = £{2/ + 1).

In the strong magnetic field approximation (Ila) the intensity of the transitions
are ~ ~j3*0*Hit where //j is the microwave magnetic field component. For such
transitions the spin Hamiltonian parameters can be determined with the aid of the
following general formulae:

A ' \ l \ 2

-A{2mgT0H) -

= 0

(12)

V

2/+1H = 0

where v is the microwave frequency of the ESR transitions. In the gf)H >• A case, a
perturbation solution of the spin Hamiltonian (9) in the third order of approximation
gives the following formula for the magnetic field at resonance [107]:

kv 1 A A

1 A A1

4gf}[huY
\ A A

1 + T—7i T- (13)



In the case of a weak magnetic field the spin Hamiltonian parameters can be
determined from the following formula:

= 0

(14)
In the case of some of the nal centers like Pb3+ or Tl2+, two transitions corresponding
to the selection rules (lib) are observed at the magnetic fields H\ and Hi. The spin
Hamiltonian parameters are then obtained in a good approximation by the simple
formulae:

" 2^Q - A)
(2kv - A)0H, ( 1 5 J3 =

A =
(15b)

{

Additional transitions, corresponding to the selection rules AM ± 2 , Am = 0,±l ,
normally forbidden in the high field limit, can be observed in intermediate cases
with intensities lower by a factor of (A/gpH)2 than the normally allowed ones.

In many crystal lattices with lower symmetry the EPR spectrum of the na1

centers exhibit a clear anisotropy, which was attributed [51] to the presence of an
odd crystal field component which mixes the excited 2P state into the ground 2S
state.

The exact solutions of the auisotropic Hamiltonian (7), from which the last two
terms were neglected, have been earlier reported for the magnetic field along one of
the principal axes (S = I = 1/2) [9, 86, 111]. In the case of H \\ z they are:

~

£3,4 = - ~ ± \ (16b)

The solutions for H \\ x and H \\ y are obtained by cyclic permutations of <fc and
Ai. Similar expressions have been reported for the 5 = 1 / 2 , / = 5/2 system [73,

109].
Approximate solutions to the secular equation, for moderately anisotropic spec-

tra,were given by Weil [141], considering the anisotropy as a perturbation added
to (9). The starting point is the expression of the magnetic field transition for the
isotropic case written as,

x [ - ™ ± W * + > - ( 5 w ) ' < T > -

where

and
ff» = H'm{gNpN = 0)

Formula (17) is valid for ail positive solutions and, in particular, for all
hu< > f (2/ + 1).

The corrections to the EPR transitions, at fixed m, in the first order of pertur-
bation associated with the anisotropy in the spin Hamiltonian are then given

- j ) c o s *" 2 ' c o s z " +

where

and

( i 7 c )

A different approach has been employed by Grecu et al. "[59]. Expressing the
spin Hamiltonian (7) in a reference frame associated to the magnetic field, they
diagonalizalonly the following part of the rotated Hamiltonian:

+ \(QX cos2 9 + Q, sin2 v?) sin5 0 + Q2 cos2 e] l\ - gN&NHIt (18)

Here g and A have the usual dependence [l] of the magnetic field of the polar
angles 6 and ip in the frame associated to the principal axes of the g, A and Q
tensors, considered coaxial. Assuming small anisotropies, the rest of the terms were
neglected. Analytical expressions for the energy levels, wave functions and transition
probabilities were than obtained for / > 1/2, S = 1/2.

Solutions for the first two terms of the spin Hamiltonian (7) with rhombic sym-
metry, for S = / = 1/2, have been given by Kawasoe et al. [75] by rewritting it in
a coordinate system associated to the magnetic field (H || £):

H, = na+Ht+Hi+Hz (19)

Ho = gliHS( + KScfc (20a)

W, = (20b)

(20c)

( 1 7 b )
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where A"; are polynomial expressions of 5;, /!,- and orientation angles of H. The
relative contribution of "Hi's to H, differs from center to center, but Tii is considered
to be the smallest, at least for large hf couplings.

3.2 The superhyperfine interaction
The interaction of the s-electron with the magnetic momenta of the neighbouring
ligands is considered as a perturbation, resulting in a in a splitting of the EPR lines
into the shf structure. However, for the majority of the rw1 centers its contribution
consists only in an inhomogeneous broadening of the EPR lines. Neglecting the shf
interaction in determining the spin Hamiltonian parameters might result in signif-
icant errors if a low field transition with energy comparable to the shf splitting is
considered.

Due to the strong isotroptc character of the n-s'-type EPR spectra the shf struc-
ture represents the only direct source of information concerning the structure of the
involved center.

The number and the intensity of the various components of the shf structure are
obtained by the binomial rules [1, 107]. The shift of each component from the center
of the EPR line is given by

2cos3 9 VD'ttfsf (21)

where 6 is the angle between the direction of the magnetic field and the bond direc-
tion, aud mn represents the nuclear magnetic moment of the n-th ligand. Formula
(21) can be rewritten by introducing the isotropic {A") and anisotropic (4JJ) com-
ponents of the shf tensor An;

-̂ If = ™̂ "^ ^ p • "i. = ^' ~ r t'2a)

The isotropic part [A,) is due to a Fermi-type interaction of the s-electron with
the ligand nucleus. The anisotropic part (A,) is a sum of two contributions: the
anisotropic interaction of the p-orbitals (A?) and the dipole-dipole magnetic inter-
action (AD) between the paramagnetic electron and the ligand nucleus:

, = A, + AD (22b)

The quantitative analysis of the shf parameters has been performed by admixing
the n's and n'p orbitals from the neighbouring ligands into the central nj orbital.
By considering covalency effects it is possible to explain the large positive^fhift
and the decrease of the hf constant A, compared to the free ion value A;. The
same molecular orbital (MO) model in a covalency calculation offers a consistent
interpretation of the optical absorption spectra of the n>s centers in crystals [40, 96].

10

According to the MO model [IS], initially applied by Dreybrodt and Silber [50]
to an octahedral coordination (MX8 clusters) and by Watanabe [138] to a tetrahe-
dral coordination (MX< clusters) of ligands, the wave function of the paramagnetic
electron is written as:

+ =Nty,-\,x.-Kx*) (23a)
. where

J V ^ O + A j + Aj)-1 (23b)

it, is the ns orbital of the central ion. x, and x» are the linear combinations of atomic
orbitals (LCAO) of the neighbouring tigands with the same symmetry properties i.e.,
the a\, and 01 representations of the 0^ and Tt symmetry groups, respectively [15].

Neglecting the overlap of the atomic orbitals, the hf constant is given in both
cases by:

A = N*A/ (24)

where Aj is the free njMon (atom) hf constant.
The shf constants were found to be given by,

(25)

where / is 1/6 and 1/4 for the MX8 and MX4 clusters, respectively. A° and
represent the free ligand ion hyperfine parameters,

A, =
A. = !(NX,,)2A\

AD =

A0, =

-z <
0

(26)

The A3 shift is accounted for by the following formula, valid for both coordina-
tions [138]:

Ac.
(27)

where m is the electronic mass, R is the distance to the ligand, A£(p — 3) is the
energy separation between the n'p and n's orbitals, ((r) is the spin-orbit interaction
of the n'p electron and AE is the energy separation between the ground antibonding
a\} orbital and the nonbonding tl9 orbital, which can be determined from optical
spectra. Formula (27) explains the large A3 shift observed for the ri-s1 centers in
crystals with strong covaleut bonding and offers the possibility of connecting the
EPR and optical spectra.

Estimates of the relevant free-atom values in the above formulae were calculated
by Morton and Preston [97] for elements from thulium to bismuth, using Hartree-
Fock-Slater atomic orbitals [64]. Formula (24) shows a decrease of the hf-constant

U



with increase of the covalency. The consistency of the MO model has been checked
for various nj centers by fitting the covalency parameters A, and Xa to the measured
shf constants and afterwards calculating the hf constant A, according to (25). The
calculation usually results in a smaller hf-constant. Better results were obtained
by considering the overlap of the orbitals [54], The theory of Watanabe has been
further refined by Iida [69], by choosing the wave functions which diagonalize the
spin^orbit interaction as the basis wave functions. Such an approach takes better
into account the larger spin-orbit interaction in the progression of Uganda from S,
Se to Te.

4 EPR results
4.1 Electron trapped ns1 centers

Electron trapped nsl centers are easily produced by irradiating with ionizing radia-
tion crystals doped with IB or IIB cation impurities, as well as by their subsequent
optical bleaching and/or pulse annealprarious temperatures.

In obtaining and studying the properties of the resulting na1 centers it should
be taken into consideration that the IB cations, with d10 outer electron configura-
tion can also trap holes, resulting in paramagnetic d9 transition ions. The electron
trapped ns* centers have been mainly observed in alkali halide crystals.

4-1.1 ns1 centers of the IB group (Cu°, Ag°, Au°)

With a very few exceptions, the rw3 centers associated to the IB impurity cations
have been reported in copper and silver doped alkali halides. Gold centers were less
studied, mostly due to the difficulties in doping (tables 3-5).

The crystals employed in these studies were grown from melt, with about 0.1 to
0.2 mol% of the impurity halide added. Both copper and silver halides being stable
at high temperatures, large amounts of the corresponding Cu+ or Ag+ impurity ions
are found in the crystals grown from melt (about 10% of the initial concentration).
Due to the thermal instability of the gold halides, the doping with gold was done
by adding the metal to the melt, under a chlorine atmosphera.

The trapping of electrons by Ag+ and Cu+ in alkali halides has been earlier
suggested by Etiel and Schulman [53], and by Kratzig et al. [80], respectively, to
explain the new optical absorption bands observed after X-ray irradiation.

The first direct identification by EPRof a nsl center (Ag°) is due to Delbecq et al.
[47]. The EPR spectrum, observed in a KCl.Ag crystal after e"-irradiation at 77K,
consisted of two transitions attributed to the superposition of the bf components
from the two silver isotopes with / = 1/2 (table 2). The interpretation of the well
resolved shf structure confirmed the substitutional localization in a regular six-fold
octahedral coordination, which shows the center to be produced according to the

r:

reaction (la). The substitutional model of the AgJ centers in KC1 and NaCl, has
been latter confirmed by ENDOR measurements [67, 122].
-" Cu* centers in alkali chlorides [144] and Au° centers in NaCl and KC1 [22, 143],
have been also observed after X-ray irradiation at 77K. Their EPR spectra exhibit a
more or less resolved shf structure and were interpreted with the spin Hamiltonian
(9) to which the shf interaction was added.

Due to the presence of two isotopes with / = 3/2 (table 2) the X-band EPR
spectra of the Cu° centers consist of a pair of lines for each isotope, attributed to
the (P = \,m = -1) <—• (F = 2,m = -2) and ( f = 2,m = -2) *—. (F = 2,m =
— 1) transitions {A > gf}H approximation).

Gold has only one natural isotope with nuclear spin / = 3/2 and hf splitting
A x g0H. Three EPR transitions were observed in the X-band [22],

It has been mentioned [22, 143] that before X-ray irradiation the copper and
gold doped alkali chlorides had to be annealed at high temperatures and quenched
to 77K. This suggests that at least part of the two impurities enter the lattice in a
higher valency state (+2, +3), resulting in aggregation.

From the analysis of the isotropic shf constant A,, performed for the Cu° and AgJJ
centers in alkali chlorides and KBr, Barriuso and Moreno [29] found a significant
outward relaxation (between 14% and 27%) of the nearest ligands. This effect
has been explained as an accommodation effect of the larger Cu° and Ag° atoms,
compared to the cation of the host lattice.

A strong temperature dependence of both hf constant A and isotropic shf con-
stant A, has been observed at low temperatures, for the Ag|? and Cu° centers in
LiCl, NaCl and KC1 [24], and for the Cu° centers in RbCl [27]. With the excep-
tion of the Cu° in KC1 and RbCl, for all other centers both parameters decrease
by increasing the temperature. No interpretation of the above results was given. A
similar decrease of the hf constant A by increasing the temperature, observed for
the cubic Cd+ centers in KC1, has been quantitatively interpreted by Toyotomi and
Onaka [133].

A theoretical evaluation by Baranov et al. [23] of the isotropic shf constant A,
for the Cu* and AgJ! and of the hf constant A for the AgJ in alkali chlorides, in the
frame of the Adrian theory J3], resulted in a good fitting with the experimental data
only for the AgJ centers in KC1 and RbCl.

An unusual behaviour of the shf structure of the Cu° center in KC1 at very
low temperatures (T < 20K) has been reported by Wegerle [140]. The observed shf
structure, characteristic for an interaction with 6 equivalent chlorine nuclei, becomes
unresolved for T < 40K. Below 20K the shf structure is again resolved, but its
interpretation shows that the Cu° atom is now displaced in an off-center position,
along a < 111 > direction. Badalyan et al. [12] have found from a theoretical
analysis of the shf parameters temperature dependence, that in the 30-40K range
the interaction constant of the Cu° atom increases 2.8 times with the nearest ligand,
along the off-center displacement and decreases for the other surrounding ligands.

Baranov et at. [27] suggested that the similar temperature dependence of the

111



hf coDstant A for the Cu° center in KC1 and RbCI must be due to the off-center
displacement in both cases.

Another type of nsl centers, called AF centers, have been observed by Melnikov
et al. [87, 88] in silver doped alkali chlorides after X-ray irradiation at RT followed
by optical bleaching in the F-band. Such centers have been also obtained in copper
doped NaCl and KC1, directly by X-ray irradiation at RT [19, 131]. Their concen-
tration could be further increased by bleaching in the F-band. AF centers have been
directly observed in silver doped thin films of alkali chlorides [13]. No such centers
have been yet reported in gold doped crystals. The corresponding spin Hamiltonian
parameters are given in tabels 3 and 4. No shf structure has been observed in the
EPR spectra of the AF centers.

According to Melnikov et al. [87] , the AF center consists of a nj1 atom {A
= Cu°, Ag°) next to an anion vacancy. Because the unpaired electron is expected
to be partly localized at the anion vacancy, it is possible to consider the AF center
as being an F-center next to the nsx cation impurity.

In the absence of a clear anisotropy of the EPR spectra, or of a resolved shf
structure, the structural model of the Ajr centers had to be supported by indirect
arguments. The proposed structural model has been initially based by the similar
production of the Ajr centers with the F^ centers [83].

The trapping of an anion vacancy next to a cationic substitutiona! neutral atom
is now supported by the direct observation of such a process in the EPR spectra of
the anisotropic np1 - M°{\) centers (M = Ga, In, Tl) [112, 118]. The analysis of
the production experiments of the AF centers [87, 88] show that reactions (4a) to
(4c) are involved in the formation of both M°(l) and A°F centers.

Additional arguments favouring the Af center model [87], were based on the
analysis of the hf constant shift 5A and of the linewidth of the various nj1 centers.

According to formulae (8)(24) the quantity

A-A;
= SA (28)

which is the relative shift of the hf constant A to the free atom/ion hf constant
Aj, represents the degree of the delocalization of the paramagnetic electron at
the neighbouring ligands. Due to the F-character of the unpaired electron wave
function at the anion vacancy site, the A^ structural model with a neighbouring
anion vacancy involves a large SA shift. By examining the hf constant of the
corresponding M° and A% center (tables 3,4), it is found that in each particular
case 5A{A°F) > SA(M°). For example, iu the case of the Ag° centers in KC1,
SA{A%) = 34% > &A(Agc) - 4.4%. This type of argument has been latter em-
ployed to identify new AF centers.

Considering the linewidth of the ns1 centers as being mainly determined by the
isotropic shf constant A, in the case of the AF centers one has to consider the
shf interaction with 5 anions next to the nt1 atom and the shf interaction with 5
cations next to the anion vacancy. It is than expected that crystals grown with
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various isotopic pure cations will exhibit different linewtdths of the A% centers.
Using alkali chlorides single crystals grown from the isotropic pure cations 39K,
"K, MRb and S7Rb, Baranov [16] found a variation in the linewidth of the AgJ.
centers from 4.5 mT in MKC1 to 16 mT in "RbCI, which can be accounted for by
the anion vacancy model. New iw1 centers, called Cu°(X~) and Ag°(A"~), where
X~ - I~,Br-, have been observed in mixed crystals of KCl(KI) and KCl(KBr)
[6, 20, 91]. The structural model, inferred from the analysis of the shf structure
is based on the M° model (M = Cu, Ag) with one of the six neighbouring ligands
replaced by an impurity auion. The larger isotropic shf constant A,(X~) with the
impurity anion, compared to the shf constant for the host anion a suggests a local
deformation of the crystal lattice.

Alkali chloride crystals doped with gold exhibit after X-ray irradiation at 77K,
besides the cubic Au° centers, a second type of na1 centers, called Au° centers [22].
The AuJ centers are converted to new Au° centers by annealing above 140K.

The Au(J centers, exhibit the largest SA shift and an isotropic splitting of the
EPR lines in 7 equidistant components, with a maximum along a < 100 > direc-
tion. They were considered [22] to consist of an Au° atom at a cationic site, with
a Vfc center in the nearest anion site, along a < 100 > direction. The AuJ cen-
ters, with a SA shift slightly larger compared to the Au™ centers and with similar
tinewidths are considered to be Au° centers with a perturbing defect in the next
nearest neighbourhood.

The X-ray irradiation at RT of the silver doped alkali chlorides results in the
formation of Agj|, Ag1+ and F-centers, with their characteristic EPR spectra, as
well as of negative Ag~ ions, supposed to be localized at anion sites and identified
by their optical absorption B-band [77, 132].

A new type of na'-Ag" center, called Ag°, has been reported by Melnikov et
al. [87, 88], after optical bleaching at 300K in the B-band of the KCl-Ag crystals.
The Ag° center is considered as a silver atom at an unperturbed anion site, being
produced by reaction (5). In the absence of a resolved shf structure the anion
localization of the silver atom is supported by the smaller linewidth; 2.1 mT for the
Ag° centers in KC1, compared to 4.1 mT for the AgJ- centers, both at 300K. Because
their production takes place at temperatures where the vacancies are mobile, the
presence of vacancies iu the neighbourhood of the Ag~ or Ag° centers cannot be
completely esJuded.

The observed increase in the linewidth and hf constant of the Ag" centers with
temperature, for T < 100K, has been explained [25] by an off-center displacement
in a < 111 > direction, by analogy with the Cu° centers in RbCI.

The identification of the Ag°, AgF aud Ag° centers, as well as their production
properties,tead Meiuikov et al. [87, 88] to propose the sequence of reactions (6) "for
explaining the production of the negative Ag~ (B) centers.

Ag° centers have been also reported in X-ray irradiated SrCli and LiKSO4 lat-
tices [115]. A partly resolved shf structure has been observed in the SrCli crystals,
suggesting a. cationic localization of tile Ag° atom, but no detailed analysis has been



reported.

4.1.2 nj1 centers of the IIB group (2n + , Cd+, Hg+)

The elements of tbe IIB group are expected to enter the crystal lattice in their +2
valency state. In the case of the alkali hatides, in which the resulting ns1 centers
were mainly reported, several effects are to be expected:

• The segregation coefficient during the growth of such doped crystal is larger
than in the case of the doping with monovalent impurities. For example, Jain
and Radhakrishna [72} found concentrations of cadmium in KBr crystals 200 times
smaller than in the melt.

• The impurities eater the lattice accompanied by an equal number of charge
compensating cation vacancies, usually at lattice sites near the IIB impurity.

• The impurity-charge compensating vacancy pairs have the tendency to ag-
gregate, even at RT. Consequently, before producing nsl centers by irradiation the
samples have to be annealed at temperatures close to the melting point and quenched
to RT or even to lower temperatures.

The presence of electron trapped ns1 centers in crystals doped with IIB impurities
has been initially suggested by Ben-Dor et al. [30] from optical studies on additively
colored KCI.Cd crystals.

Cubic Cd+ centers have been observed by EPR in alkali chlorides [28, 145] after
X-ray irradiation at RT, or after X-ray irradiation at 77K followed by warming up
at temperatures close to RT, where the initially bound cation vacancy could move
away. Cubic Zn* centers in NaCl and cubic Hĝ " centers in LiCl, NaCl and KC1
were obtained by similar production procedures [21]. They all exhibit well resolved
shf structures, characteristic for a substitutional Me+ (Me = Zn, Cd, Hg) ion in a
regular octahedral coordination of chlorine ligands.

The EPR spectra of the Zn* centers in NaCl exhibit only one transition at g ~ 2,
due to tlie even isotopes. The hf transitions from the 87Zn isotope, with / = 5/2
and natural abundance of 4.16%, could be observed only in crystals doped with 88%
enriched s72n isotope [21].

Natural cadmium contains 6 isotopes, of which four are even isotopes (/ = 0)
and only two exhibit nuclear moments pN > 0 (table 2). The X-band spectrum of
the Cd+ centers consists of a line at g s; 2, from the even isotopes and two pairs of
lines due to the hf transitions from the odd isotoes,

and

(F = l,mF= I) .—»(F = 0,mjr =

(F = l,»if =0) <—*(F=\,mF =
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Natural mercury contains, besides the even isotopes with / = 0, two isotopes with
7 = 1 / 2 and 3/2 and nuclear momenta of opposite sign (table 2). Consequently, the
X-band EPR spectra contain, besides the g a 2 line, two lines from the hf transitions

(F = l,mF = -1) —* (F = l,m? = 0)

and

of the I99Hg isotope and ooe line from the hf transition

(F = 2, mF = 1) «—* (F = 2, mF = 2)

of tbe 201Hg isotope.
The EPR spectra of the IIB type nj1 centers have been described by the spin

Hamiltonian (9), including the shf interaction term, if necessary. The resulting EPR
parameters are given in tables 5-8.

Toyotomi and Onaka [133] found a decrease of the hf constant A with increas-
ing temperature for of the Cd+ centers in KCI. They explained the temperature
dependence, described by formula

A = AQ(1 - CT) (29)

where C = 1.5 xKTVC""1 in the investigated temperature range (10O-3OOK), with a
Simanek-Orbach type mechanism [123], According to their interpretation the ther-
mal vibrations of the crystal lattice induce a noncubic crystal field at the Cd+ ion
which mixes 5p excited states into the ground 5s electronic state. The normal-
ization of the new, mixed electron wave function results in a reduction of the 5s
electron density at the Cd nucleus, and according to formula (8), of the hf constant
A. Neglecting the contribution from the dipolar interaction term, the temperature
dependence of the hf constant A is described by

A = Ao 1 -
ISfie" !< 5.1 I x

(30)

where R = 3.1 xl<r10m, E5p - ESl = 4eV and < 5s | X j 5? >= 1.6 x 10-10m.
In the investigated temperature range formula (30) can be approximated by (29).
The resulting value of ui = 1.4 x lO'^jec"1 is dose to the phonon frequency wo =
1 x 1013jec-1 obtained from the analysis of phonon-induced optical transitions of Ag+

in KC1. It seems highly probable that the same mechanism, involving the decrease
of the Fermi type hf interaction by the electron-lattice coupling of the excited p-like
states, describes the similar temperature dependence of other nsl centers, like Ag°
in KCI.

Three types of paramagnetic ceuters, exhibiting broad lines, without shf struc-
ture, have been observed iu cadmium doped NaCl and KCI crystals, after X-ray
irradiation at 77K. The centers, called Cd£ (I), (II) and (III) ['26| are considered to
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be the precursors of the Cd+ centers, i.e., Cd+ - vc pairs with the neighbouring
cation vacancy vc situated at various sites next to the Cd+ ion. By wanning up the
samples, the cation vacancy is freed, which results in the formation of the cubic Cd*
centers (reaction 3b)..

EPR spectra attributed to Cd£ centers have been observed after X-ray irradia-
tion at RT of cadmium doped LiCl, NaCl and KC1 [26]. The proposed structural
model is based on t!ie observation that their Unewidth is smaller than for the CdJ
centers and changes as a function of the lattice host in a similar way as the linewidth
of the F centers.

Anisotropic EPR spectra , attributed to Zn+ type centers, have been reported
in irradiated CaCOa (calcite) [109] and K2SO< [73] crystals. The EPR spectrum,
observed after -y-ray irradiation at RT in natural calcite crystals containing 0.05%
2inc, exhibits axial symmetry, characteristic for a Zn+ ion at a cation site. The strong
intensity of the EPR spectrum made possible the observation of the hf structure of
the 67Zn isotope. The 6 hf components were attributed to the A f = 1, Amp =
0 transitions. The spectral parameters (table 6) were determined by using the
following a.nalytica.1 expressions of the resonance fields for the axial case:

-M • *

1/3

(31)

where

9 = A = An

for U II< 111 >
A =

4 [f»"J - \Al\

for H L< 111 >.
The number of the Zn+ centers observed in KjSO4 crystals after irradiation at

RT depends on the nature of radiation [7:5]. Eight types of centers have been ob-
served after X-ray irradiation and four after 7-ray irradiation. No EPR spectra
attributed to Zn+ centers could be observed after irradiation at 77K. Two Zn+ cen-
ters, called I and II, were found to be the most stable, their concentration increasing
by subsequent warm-up to 400K, an effect also reported in alkali chloride crystals
[26]. EPR spectra were recorded in both X and Q bands on samples doped with

zinc enriched STZn isotope. The spin Hamiltonian parameters (table 6), have been
determined with generalized versions of formulae (16).

In the absence of any resolved shf structure it has been difficult to suggest accu-
rate models for the:Zn+ centers in CaCO3 and KjSO4. The large SA shift in both
cases suggest the presence of neighbouring vacancies.

4.2 Hole trapped ns1 centers

The hole trapped ns1 centers are easily produced by irradiating with ionizing radia-
tion crystals doped with 1IIB or IVB cation impurities. However, in studying their
production properties one should take into consideration that such cations can also
act as electron traps, resulting in paramagnetic np'-type centers [136]. The hole
trapped ns* centers have been observed not only in alkali halides but also ID many
other ionic and semiconducting crystals.

4.2.1 ns1 centers of the IIIB group (Ga J+ , In2+, Tl2+)

The IIIB group cations enter the alkali halides lattice mainly as monovalent ions.
Consequently, it is possible to grow doped crystals containing relatively large concen-
trations of such impurities, especially thallium. It seems that in gallium or indium
doped single crystals a certain amount of impurities are in a higher valency state
(+3). This could explain the increased concentration of the nsl centers obtained in
samples annealed at high temperatures before irradiation, as well as the presence
of new n j ' centers with cation vacancies in their structure after low temperature
irradiation [17, 18].

Cubic ns1 — Ml* (M = Ga, In, Tl) centers have been obtained in alkali chloride
crystals after X-ray irradiation at various temeratures. The highest concentration
was obtained by irradiating at 77K and pulse-annealing at temperatures where the
holes are mobile (>H0K in KCl) [17, 18, 50, 54]. The resulting Ga>+, InJ+ and
Tl^+ centers exhibit a well resolved shf structure for the magnetic field along the
main crystal axes. The analysis of the shf structure confirms [50, 54] the regular
octahedral symmetry of the surrounding ligands,

Additional isotropic EPR spectra, without shf structure, attributed to noncubic
ns1 centers have been observed in gallium and indium doped KCl crystals after X-ray
irradiation at 77K [17, 18]. The one (Ga*+)' and the two (In*+)' and (InJ+)" centers
in KCl have been considered to consist of a GaJ+", respectively In1+ substitutional
ion, next to a cation vacancy. The presence of two noncubic In2"1" centers has been
attributed [18] to the existence of two ns1 ion-cation vacancy configurations. It is
considered that in the (In^)" centers, which are produced at higher temperatures
than (Iiij+)' centers and exhibit a partly resolved shf structure,the vacancy is farther
away from the In1+ iou, resulting in a smaller perturbing effect.

High concentrations of cubic T!^+ centers were produced by X-ray irradiation at
77K in duble doped KCUTltPb and NaCl:Tl:Pb crystals [17]. This effect is explained



by the strong electron trapping properties of the Pb3+ ions [57,118). By warming
up such crystals, at temperatures corresponding to the onset of motion of cation
vacancies released by the Pb+ centers, it has been possible to obtain Tlj+.v,. centers
(reaction 3a). The presence of such centers was reflected in the splitting of the Tl3+

hf structure in two components with less resolved shf structure.
The EPR spectra of the M1+ (M = Ga, In, Tt) centers were described by the

spin Hamikonian (9), including the shf interaction term, if necessary.
The EPR lines of the Ga'+ centers, observed in the X-band, were attributed

to the transitions (F = 2,mF = -2) <—• (F = 2,mF = -1 ) and (F = l,mF =
- I ) <—> (F = 2,mF = -2) from the two natural isotopes fl9Ga and "Ga, both
with nuclear spin / = 3/2 (table 2).

Indium has one natural isotope, 15SIn, with / = 9/2 (table 2). The X-band EPR
spectrum consists of one line, due to the transition (F — 5,mF =s —5) <—• (F =
b,mF = -4) , which can be seen at high magnetic fields (~ 1.5T). Another transition
(F = - 5 , m/r = -5) <—i (F = 4,mF = —4) has been observed in the Q-band.

The large zero-field splitting and the close nuclear momenta of the two thallium
isotopes 203Tl and 303TI, both with / = 1/2 (table 2), yields an EPR spectrum
consisting of two lines. They represent the superposition of the transitions (F =
l,mF = 0) <—v (F - l,mF = -1) and (F = l,mF = 1) *-^ (F = l,mF = 0)
from the two isotopes. The spin Hamiltonian parameters can be determined with
the formulae (15).

The isotropic EPR spectrum, without shf structure, observed in SrClj Tl crystals
after X-ray irradiation at 77K, has been attributed to Tl2+ ions with a neighbouring
charge compensating vacancy [105]. By pulse annealing above 130K, the vacancy
moves away resulting in a partly resolved shf structure.

Isotropic Ga2+ [44, 113, 114], In*+ [100, 113] and Tl2+ [113] centers have been
observed in ZuS crystals by photostimulation. All centers exhibit large SA shifts,
compared to the corresponding cubic centers in alkali chlorides (tables 8-10). Such
large SA values can be explained by the stronger covalent character of the bondings
in ZnS (formula 24).

Slightly anisotropic EPR spectri attributed to the nsl centers like Ga2+ in sili-
con [139], In2+ in ZnO [32], TIJ+ in hexagonal ZnS [113] and in orthorhombic PbClj
[82] and KjSO4 [52, 55] have been also reported. The anisotropy of the EPR spectra
of the Tl2+ centers in the orthorhombic /3-KjSO< has been quantitatively explained
by the effect of the odd crystal field component at the cation sites (C,-local symme-
try) [52]. Based on a cluster model in deriving the effective crystal field operator,
Eremin and Silkin [52] obtained a good agreement between the calculated and the
experimental spin Hamiltonian parameters. A study of the spin-lattice relaxation
of the T1J+ centers in K-jSC^ has been performed by observing the spin-echo signal.
The spin-lattice relaxation time T\, exhibits a temperature dependence of the form:

= 1.0Tx3.3x 10- 5T/(-) (32)

where T is the temperature, 6 is the Debye temperature and / ( | ) a factor describing
the deviation from a pure Raman process, attributed to the large hf splitting^].

T1J+ centers produced by X-ray irradiation have been used as paramagnetic
probes in studies concerning the structural phase transitions^araelectric-ferroelectric
in KD,PO<, RbjHJPO, and (NH<) iSO4 [34, 51, 58, 61, 116] and paraelectric-
antiferroelectric in NH4HjPO4 [49]. The measured spin Hamiltonian parameters
(table 11) are slightly but clearly anisotropic, reflecting the local symmetry of the
paramagnetic center and the changes in the local symmetry, like the lowering of the
symmetry by going from the paraelectric phase to a ferroelectric or antiferroelectric
one.

The spontaneous symmetry breaking and the local freeze-out during the transi-
tion from the paraelectric to the ferroelectric phase has been studied in the KH]AsO«
crystals using the T1J+ and AsOj~ paramagnetic centers, simultaneously produced
by X-ray irradiation at 77K [116]. The spectra of both centers exhibit axial symme-
try in the high temperature, paraelectric phase and orthorhombic symmetry, with
additional splittings due to the presence of four inequivalent lattice sites, in the low
temperature, ferroelectric phase. It has been observed that the temperature de-
pendence around the transition temperature Tc, of the additional line splitting,due
to the presence of domains of opposite polarization, is different. The correspond-
ing spontaneous dynamic symmetry breaking, seen above Tc in the EPR spectra
of AsOj", but not of T]'+,bas been explained by the different coupling of the two
defects to the surrounding pseudospins.

4.2.2 ns1 centers of the IVB group (Ga3 + , Sn3"1", Pb 3 + )

The impurities of the IIIB group of elements enter the ionic crystals lattice mainly
as bivalent tons: GeI+, Sn2+ and Pb3+. Consequently, monovalent lattice hosts,
like alkali halides, can be doped with relatively low concentrations (2; 102ppm) of
such impurities. The doping with germanium is even more difficult due to the low
boiling point and thermal instability of germanium halides. The presence of the
charge compensating cation vacancies is expected to have the same consequences as
in the case of doping with IIB impurities.

Ge3+ centers have not yet been reported in alkali halides. However, germanium
doped NaCl and KC1 crystals have been obtained and the electron trapped Ge+

centers could be observed after X-ray irradiation [11].
Ge3+ center, exhibiting the largest reported hf constant, has been observed in 7-

ray irradiated powders of BaGeFg [33]. The center, which seems to be a self-trapped
hole, exhibit a shf structure from a regular octahedron of 6 nearest-neighbour F~
ligands.

The EPR spectra of the Ge3+ centers consist of an intense line at g 2; 2, due
to the even isotopes and a weak !if structure of 10 lines from the n G e isotope with
/ = 9/2 (table 2). Due to the smaller zero-field splitting, the hf structure is due
to tbe AM = ±l ,Am = 0 transitions, described by formulae (12)(13). The spin
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Hamiltonian parameters of the various Ge3+ centers are presented in table 12.
.. Although the73Ge isotope has a small abundance, the corresponding hf structure
has been reported in irradiated SiO3 (quartz) [8, 63, 84, HI].

Ge3+ centers have been also observed in as grown II-VI semiconductors doped
with germanium by diffusion. The concentration of the Ge3+ centers could be dras-
tically altered by photoexcitation with light of energy close to the band gap. The shf
structure observed in ZnSe [130], ZnTe [42, 127] and CdTe [42], has been attributed
to the interaction of the 4s electron with the nuclei of the tetrahedrally coordinated
ligands "Se {/ = 1/2, 7.58% abundant), I!3Te (/ = 1/2, 0.9% abundant) and 1MTe
(/ = 1/2, 7% abundant) respectively.

The natural tin contains, besides the even isotopes, three isotopes with nuclear
spin / = 1/2, but different nuclear momenta and abundances (table 2). For this
reason it is difficult to study the hf interaction of the Sn3+ centers in crystals doped
with natural tin. Various Sn3+ centers were reported in NaCl and KC1 doped with
SnClj containing 87.8% "7Sn [76, 93), as well as in KC1 doped with tin enriched in
the m S n isotope [121].

Besides the g ~ 2 line from the even Sn isotopes^the X-band EPR spectra of
the Sn3+ contain two hf lines due to the AF = Q,AmF = ±\ transitions, visible
at higher magnetic fields. The hf constant A can be determined with the aid of
formulae (15). The spin Hamiltonian parameters of the Sn3+ centers reported in the
literature are presented in table 13.

Sn^+ centers with isotropic lines and well resolved shf structure were obtained
in KC1 and NaCl, in a maximum concentration, by X-ray irradiation at 77K and
pulse-annealing around 1G0K [93].

Two Sn3+ centers, called (Sn3+)' and {Sn3+)", exhibiting anisotropic high field
hf transitions were observed in both NaCl and KC1 after X-ray irradiation at 77K
[76]. The (Su3+)" center exhibits a Cj symmetry axis, attributed to the presence of
a cation vacancy in the first neighbourhood, along a < 111 > direction.

Two Sa3+ centers, called (Su3+)f and (Su3+)/;, with resolved shf structure at
35K, have been also reported in KC1, after X-ray irradiation at 77K and warming
up at various temperatures [121], The (Sii3+); center reaches its maximum concen-
tration after pulse annealing at 230K. The shf structure due to the interaction with
6 neighbouring ligands exhibits a < 111 > symmetry, attributed to the presence of
an interstitial Cl~ ion. The (Sii3+)/j center reaches its maximum concentration by
pulse-annealing at 280K. The suggested structural mode! consists of a. Sn3+ ion with
two neighbouring cation vacancies.

Sn3+ centers, which seems to represent self-trapped holes at cationic sites, were
reported in SnClj, Snlj and SnSO< crystals after X-ray irradiation at 77K [35] and
in KjSnFfs powder after 7-trradiation [33], The Sn3+ center observed in KjSn-Fs
exhibits the largest reported hf constant A in a crystal lattice, characteristic for a
strongly ionic compound.

Sn3+ centers have been also observed in various II-VI semiconductors. With the
exception of CdS and CdStr, where they exhibit axial symmetry, in all other crystals

« * * - • • •

the Sn3+ centers are isotropic.
... Pb j t centers have been observed in alkali chlorides, in alkali earth fluorides, in

various oxides and in II-VI semiconductors (table 14).
Natural lead contains only one odd isotope {20TPb) with / = 1/2 (table 2). Due

to the large zero-field splitting, the EPR spectra of the Pb3+ centers consist of a
line at g ^ 2 due to the even isotopes and two lines at higher magnetic fields due to
the two AF = 0, Amp = ±1 transitions. The spin Hamiltonian parameters for the
isotropic case are determined by formulae (15).

Schoemaker and Kolopus [119] reported the first Pb3+ centers;in KCt crystals.
Two types of such centers were observed after X-ray irradiation at 77K and sub-
sequent warm-up. The first one, already produced after irradiation, reaches it3
maximum concentration by pulse-annealing at 220K. Its well resolved shf structure
has been described in a good approximation by the interaction with a regular oc-
tahedron of 6 chlorine ligands. It has been assumed that an accompanying charge
compensating cation vacancy may be present in a (2, 0,0) site, or further away. The
second Pb3+ center is produced by pulse-annealing above 220K. It has the same g
and A values, but a less resolved shf structure, attributed to the presence of a second
cation vacancy. The source of cation vacancies are the Pb+ centers, pro-
duced by X-ray irradiation too [57, 65]. Similar Pb5+ centers have been observed in
other alkali chlorides [76, 93, 102]. Two types of Pb3+ centers have been reported by
Khramtsov et al. [76] in KC1 and NaCl, after X-ray irradiation at 77K, attributed
two different configurations of Pb3+-v,. pairs.

Pb3+ centers have been reported in lead doped CaF2 and BaF2 crystals, after
X-ray irradiation at 77K or RT and in SYF-J after X-ray irradiation at 77K. The
well resolved shf structure corresponds to a substitutional Pb3+ ion surrounded by
a cube of 8 F~ iigands. Due to the large shf interaction the forbidden (Ami = ±1)
transitions are partly allowed. '

Cubic Pb3+ centers, representing the self trapped hole at a cationic site,have been
reported in PbFj crystals after 7- ray or neutron irradiation at low temperatures
[101]. Due to the complexity of the shf structure, only the shf parameters from the
first shell of eight F" ligands could be determined.

Pb3+ centers, which seem to represent self trapped holes at cation sites, have
been also reported in PbC03 [35] and BaPbFs [33] crystals.

Cubic Pb3+ centers have been reported in ThOj and CeOs crystals with fluorite
structure, grown from lead based fluxes, after e~ or 7-ray irradiation at 77K or RT
[78, 79]. An additional Pb3+ center, exhibiting anisotropic spectra with trigonal
symmetry around the < 111 > axes aud shf structure due to the interaction with
one 1SF ligand nucleus,has been observed only in ThOj crystals grown from a PbFj
based flux. The center is considered to consist of a substitutiona! Pb3+ ion, with one
of the eight nearest OJ~ ligands substituted by an F~ ion. Both Pba+ centers were
also observed iu as grown ThO-j crystals prepared from a PbFj based flux [117]. It
has been found that their concentration is greatly enhanced by illumination with
400 11 m light.



Pba+ centers with isotropic EPR spectra, attributed to substitutions! Pb3* ions
at cubic sites have been reported in the as grown crystals of ZnO and CaO [36],
Lu3Ga50n , Y3AI5O11 and Lu3Al50,, [9].

Axial Pb3+ centers;at substitutional cationic sites in CaWO4 [37, 38] and
CaC03 (calcite) [79, 95, 111] crystals,have been observed after X or 7- ray irradi-
ation. The EPR spectra of the Pb3+ centers in CaW04 exhibit a partly resolved
shf structure, attributed to the interaction with the I83W nuclei (/ = 1/2, 14.4%
abundance). The hf constant of the Pb3+ centers in CaCOj exhibits [111] the same
temperature dependence like the oue previously observed for the Cd* centers in
KC1 (formula 29). The temperature dependence of the hf constant and the large
Lorentzian linewidth of the various transitions have been quantitatively explained by
Popescu and Grecu [110] in terms of a Raman spin-lattice relaxation corresponding
to a Kramers spin system with large hf interaction.

Pb3+ centers with axial symmetry were reported in as grown YPO* and LuPO<
orthophosphates prepared from lead based fluxes [2]. In an unexpected way, the shf
interaction parameters with the 31P nuclei from the second shell of ligands has been
found to be larger than for the first shell.

Photosensitive Pb3+ centers have been also observed in the II-VI semiconductors,
ZisSe [12S], 7nTe [42, 127, 129, 130] and Cd.S [3.5, 39] as well as in CaSe [146].

The spin Hamiltonian parameters of the IVB type-ns1 centers in cubic II-VI semi-
conductors (tables 12-14) exhibit specific features: large and positive Ag = g — gt

shifts and large hf shifts 5 A. The above characteristics have been explained in a sat-
isfactory manner with the hole trapping MO model, initially proposed by Watanabe
[138] and further developped by tida [69], The model, briefly presented injl.3.2.,
describes the wave function of the paramagnetic electron as a linear combination
of the central ns wave function and the s — p orbitals of the ligands (formulae 23).
Quantitative analysis of the experimental spin Hamiltonian parameters have been
initially performed by Iida and Watanabe [70j and by Suto and Aoki [128] for the
nsl centers in zinc chalcogenides using Watanabe's [138] mode!. Further analysis,
using lida's model [69], have been performed by Iida [69] for nsx centers in zinc
chalcogenides, by Bilbe et a!. [31] for Ce3+ and Pb3+ centers in zinc chalcogenides
and CdTe, and by Brunthaler et ai. [42] for Ge3+, Sn3+ and Pb3+ in CdTe and
ZnTe.

Their analysis show the increased spin-orbit coupling of the S, Se, Te sequence of
ligands to be responsible for the positive, increasing Ag shift observed along the zinc
or cadmium chalcogenide sequence. In the same manner the hf shift SA decreases
with the ionicity of the ligand bonds.
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Table 1 . Paramagnetic ions with ns - S,,, electron configuration. The

usual valency state of the impurity in the as grown ionic crystals is

shown between brackets.

Electron Centers produced by Centers produced by

configuration electron trapping hole trapping

IB IIB I I I B IVB

Zn+{+2) ' Ga2+(+l) Ge3+(+2)

Sn3+(+2)

H9V2) Pb3+(+2)

Table 2. The characteristic parameters of the natural abundant nuclear

isotopes with Spin I f 0 occuring in the ns centers.

Nucleus " Abund.(%)a Iffi)

Sssss3 55===:=;==isss;s3==:=r;=====z===

A^(MHz}b A*xp(HHz)

6 3 Cu

2 0 7 Pb

69.09

30.91

4.12

60.20

39.80

7.61

51.36

48.65

12.86

12.34

4.16

95.84

0.35

7.67

8.63

LOO

16.86

13.24

29.52

70.48

21.11

3/2

3/2

5/2

3/2

3/2

9/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

9/2

9/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

3/2

1/2

3/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1.1285

1.2090

0.2664

1.0219

1.2984

0.1485

0.1723

0.1981

0.9028

•0.9444

0.9310

0.9329

•1.392

•1.517

•1.587

0.0731

0.760

-0.280

2.433

2.457

0.8899

65Cu

67Zn

69Ga

71Ga

73Ge

107Ag

109Ag

m C d

113Cd

113In

115In

U 5Sn

117Sn

119Sn

197Au

199Hg

201Hg

203T1

205T,

30.91

4.12

60.20

39.80

7.61

51.36

48.65

12.86

12.34

4.16

95.84

0.35

7.67

8.63

100

16.86

13.24

29.52

70.48

3/2

5/2

3/2

3/2

9/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

9/2

9/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

3/2

1/2

3/2

1/2

1/2

1.2090

0.2664

1.0219

1.2984

-0.1485

-0.1723

-0.1981

-0.9028

-0.9444

0.9310

0.9329

-1.392

-1.517

-1.587

0.0731

0.760

-0.280

2.433

2.457

4.617

6.739

10.18

10.18

13.40

7.170

7.170

10.03

10.03

14.06

14.06

17.64

17.64

17.64

12.86

17.37

17.37

22.97

22.97

6423d

2087

12210

15514d

-2363

-1593d

-1831

-13650

_-14279d

20139d

20180

-38523d

-41933d

-43920

2876

41880

-15429d

182005d

183800

2463e

1976.94f

143859

153859

3053.5f

40507h

1759001

4.617

4.617

6.739

0.18

0.18

3.40

7.170

7.170

0.03

0.03

,4.06

.4.06

7.64

.7.64

.7.64

12.86

L7.37

17.37

22.97

22.97

27.96

5995 5866.91C

81510 77900j



Table 2. ( continuation )

a) Tables published by Varian Associates, Palo Alto

b) mi , C) /144/

d) Calculated by multiplying with the ratio of the nuclear moments to the

other isotope.

e , f) /142/, 9) /74/, h) 785/, ') /43/ ,j) /120/

Table 3. The EPR parameters of the Cu - type centers at 77K. The shf

parameters A and A refers to the nearest-neighbour ligands.

Center

*:

*i
cu°

Cu°

Cu°<

in

in

in

In

in

in

:i"

LiCl

NaCl

KCl

RbCl

NaCl

KCl

) in KCl

9

1.999

1.997

2.000

1.99916

2.004

1.995

1.998

UJA(MHz)

5876

5566

4844

485S.08

4405

2380

2578

4800

As(mT)

2.7

2.4

1.1

1.3

1.0

1.0

A (I>20

j(tnT) Ref.

0.2 /14V

0,

0,

.2 /144/

.1 /144/

/14Q7

1111

/131/

/19/

/20/

=:===S5a========33SS========ss=i====



Table 4. The EPR parameters of the Ag - type centers at 77K. The shf

parameters As and A refers to the nearest-neighbour l igands.

Center
109A(MHz) As(mT) A (mT) Ref.

Agu in LiCl 2.001 1927 2.83 0.1 /23/

Ag° in NaCl

Ag° in NaCT*

1.999 1870

1.9951 1883

2.000 1890

2.44 0.2 /23/

2.471 0.179 /67.122/

Ag° in KCl 1.33 0.1 723,47/

c

Ag

Ag
c

Ag?

Ag°F

Ag°F

C

Ag°

in

in

in

in

in

in

in

in

in

in

KCl

RbCl

KBr

KI

LiCl

NaCl

KCl

RbCl

) in KCl

') in KCl

SrCl2

KCl

1.9963

2.001

1.987

1.966

1.996

1.996

1.998

1.994

1.989

1.996

1.9934

1.997

1889

1878

1870

1855

1395

1835

1305

1285

1838

1323

1444

1

1

7

9

1.

1.

1.

.351

.05

.88

.77

07 A

28 A

93

0

0

s(Br

0.

,139

.07

) = 14.

> 9 .

22

/67/

122/

IW

• 122/

/13/

/13/

/13,87,88/

/13/

5 /92/

55 /6/

/US/

/25,87,88/

Ag in LiKS04 2.0012 2025

) ENDOR measurements

/115/
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Table 5. The EPR parameters of the Au -type centers at 77K. The shf

parameters A$ and A refers to the nearest-neighbour l igands.

Center 197
A(MHi) As(mT) A (mT) Ref.

Au° in NaCl - 2.001 2840 1.65 722.143/

Au° in KCl

Au in NaCl

Au in KCl

Au° in RbCl

Au°, in NaCl

Au°, in KCl

2.004

2.00

2.020

2.024

2.012

2.010

2530

2530

2170

1980

2780

2410

1.3 /22/

/22/

/22/

/22/

/22/

722/

, in RbCl 2.020 2160 mi



Table 6. The EPR parameters of the Zn -type centers at 77K. The shf

parameters A^ and A refers to the nearst-neighbour I igands.

Center

Z nc in

Zn in

Zn in

site

Zn in

site

NaCl

CaCO,

K?S04

I

K?S04

II

g

.1.999

g]J=2.0008

gi=1.9965

gx=1.9975

gy=1.9965

gz=2.001O

gx=1.999

g =2.004

gz=2.005

= fe^ = = = = = = =. = =

67A(MHz)

2030

Au'1444

Ai=1412

Ax=1569

A =1568

Ax=1730

Ay=1750

Az=175O

As(mT) A (mT) Ref.

2 0.2 /21/

/109/

/73/

/73/
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Table 7. The EPR parameters of the Cd - type centers at 77K. The shf

parameters A and A refers to the nearest-neighbour l igands.

Center -

« : •

Cd*.

«=<•

« : •

« : •

C dc'

CdF

C4
Cd*

in LiCl

In NaCl

in KC1

1n LiCl

(I) in

(II) in

(Ill)in

(I) in

(II) in

in LiCl

in NaCl

in KC1

NaCl

NaCl

NaCl

KC1

KC1

9

1.998

-.1.996

1.996

1.998

1.995

1.998

2.000

1.998

1.998

1.993

1.990

2.00

U 1A(MHi)

12493

12426

12379

11570

11770

11950

12130

11190

11520

9060

8730

10100

A$(mT) A (mT)

2.48 0.2

2.15 0.2

1.7 0.2

/26

/26

m,

mi

mi

128/

mi

128/

mi

128/

128/

mi

Ref.

,28/

.28,145/

133/
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Table 8. The EPR parameters of the Hg - type centers at 77K. The shf

parameters referto the nearest-neighbour ligands.

Center

+ .in LiCl

199
A(MHz) As(mT) A (mT) Ref.

1.997 32690 1.94 0.48 /21/

Hg in NaCl 1.999 32100 1.69 0.41

Hg* in KCl 1.998 32790 1.36 0.32 /Zl/

.2+Table 9. The EPR parameters of the Ga - type centers in various crystals.

The shf parameters A and A refer to the nearest-neighbour ligands.

Center T(K) g

Ga Z + in NaCl ., 77 2.062

69A(MHz) As(mT) A (mT) Ref.

9350 1.81 0.42

Ga Z +

Ga 2 +

in

in

in

in

KCl

KCl

ZnS(cub)

ZnS(hex)

77

77

20

20

2

2

1

2

.012

.01

.9974

.0006

8860

6320

6076

6200

1.70 0.41

/44

/44,

mi

mi

,68,113,114

68,113,114/

Ga 2 + in Si gu=2.0014

gx=1.9973
/139/
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2+
Table 10. The EPR parameters of the In -type centers in various crystals

The shf parameters As and A refer to the nearest-neighbour ligands.

•Center

KCl

T(K) g

= = =

" 77 1.98

115,=A(MHz) As(mT) Ap(mT) Ref.

14700 1.89 0.47 /18/

(mf:

c '

T 2+In

)' in KCl

1" in KCl

in ZnS(cub)

77

77

77

2.00

1.98

1.993

12000

14000

9362

1.76 0 .44

/18/

/18/

/113/

In2+ in ZnS(hex) 2

2

2

9720

9630

9510

/100*113/

/100/*

/100/*

In2+ in ZnO A,,=100.24 mi*
gx-1.9562 AX=1C

* ODMR measurements.
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2+
Table 11. The EPR parameters of the T1 -type centers in various crystals

The shf parameters As and A refer to the nearest-neighbour ligands.

Center

T 1 c + i n

"Tl^ + in

T 1 c + in

Tl in

Tl2+ in

Tl 2 + in

Tl 2* in

T1 S + in

Tl 2 + in

Tl 2 + in

site

site

Tl 2 + in
(parael.

(antifer

T1 J + in
and KH,A
(paraef.

(ferroel

Tl 2 + in
(parael.

(ferroel

(ferroel

NaCl

KCl

RbCl -.

KBr

SrCl2

PbClj

ZnS(cub)

ZnS(hex)

CdTe

K2S04

I

II

NH.H-POJ

. phase)

KH,PO.
sOi *
phase) -

. phase)

Rb.H.PO.
pnaSe)

.phase)

. phase)

T(K)

77

77

77

77

77

77

77

77

77

77

175

85

295

77

150

110

20

g

2.009

2.010

2.010

2.067

2.0120

gx=2.017
gy2.011

2.0095

g,1=2.0093
gx=2.0103

2.035

9 =1.997
g*=1.995
<fz=1.998

9X=1.993

gy=L997
z

g|(=1.986
g^l.991

gx=1-988

g^«l!998

g,,=1.990
g^l.995

g =1.987
gj=1.995

g =1.9851
gj.=1.9939

g =1.9986
g=1.9902
g^=1.9848

g =1.9999
gx=1.9908
gy»1.9847

tuaA(MHz)

108500

105800

104900

92600

108860

Ax= 89400

Ay=109200

71530

A..= 71980
Ai= 71140

53700

A =123600
AM23900

A =115090
Ax=115100
Ay=115520

A,,=110825
Aj.=111208

A =111668
A =112220
Ay=112682

A. =115660
A!1=116150

A =115660
AX=U6135
Ay=116680

Ah=107150
A±=> 107990

A =107150
A^=106420
Ay=105840

A =106980
A*=106220
Ay*105540

1.

1.

1.

6.

24

mT)

64

52

52

2

.5

-

-

Ap(mT)

0.61

0.57

0.57

2.5

6.5

Ref;

mi
/SO,54/

/54/

/54/

/10S/

/104/

/113/

/113/

/137/

/52.55Z

752,55/ .

749,51/

749,51/

/58/

758/

/34/

/34/

/34/
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Table 11. ( continuation)

Center

Tl 2 + in KD2PO,
(parael. pnasl)

(ferroel. phase)

T(K)

290

77

=================================
iU3A{Mhz) A (mT) A (mT) Ref.

g.rl.987
g^l .994

A,,=115400
A .=115900

/51 /

g =1.998
g*=1.992
9^=1.937

A =116100
Ax=115500
Ay=U5000

/ 5 1 /

T l ^ + in (NH,)2S04 227
(parael. phase)

g =1.989
g*=1.996
gy=1.993

A =114845
Ax=115422
Ay=114947

/61/

210 g =1.989
x

A =110585
x

/61 /
{ferroel.phase) gA*1.998 AA=111475

g^=1.991 Ay=110739

*) Slightly different values of the hf constant A are reported in /84/.

**) As reported in /89/.

38

Table 12. The epr parameters of the Ge -type centers in various crystals.

The shf parameters A and A refer to the nearest-neighbour ligands.

Center '

Ge in BaGeFg

Ge3+ in ZnS(cub)

Ge 3 + in ZnSe

Ge 3 + in ZnTe

Ge3+ in CdS

Ge in CdTe

Ge + in quartz
A(GeLi)-center

Ge in quartz
C(GeLi)-center

T(K)

30

77

77

77

77

20

300

300

Ge in guartz 77
/Ge(I)e /"-center

Ge in quartz 77
/Ge(II)e /" -center

Ge + in quartz 77
(Ge{A)e7Li )°,

or A,or AH+ center

Ge in quartz 300
(Ge(A)e7Na )0-center

Ge in quartz 77
(Ge{C)e7L1 ) .
or C or CH+ -center

Ge in quartz 300
(Ge(C)e7Na ) -center

9

2.

2.

2.

2.

2.

9,,-2.

2.

v1-
A'
V
9i =1'

9i-l.

Si-1
92=2

g i a l

0038

0086

0085

4026

1375

0021
0059

1451

,9913
,99965

,0000
,9973

.9941

.9936

.0010

.9907

.003

.9918

.0002

.0015

.9947

.9983

.9959

.9970

73A(MHz)

1779

914

864

782

657

Al=990

615

A =278.
A^=295.
Ay=282.

A =864.
A^=823.

z

Ac=776

v»

Ac=785

Ac=758

v«

69
63
06

5
15

As(mT) Ap

11.5 2.

17.0 6.

19.1 5.

Ac,(
25Si)=O.

%:!<"i-8:

A,(7Li)=O.(
Ai( )=0.1
Aj( )=0.C

AJ( )=O'
AJ( 1=0,
A,{7Li)=0.(
Aj( )-0.
AJ( )-0.
A.(23Na)=O
Ai( )=0
A;( )=O

(mT)

92

81

67

.13
,24
,39

)41
105
)46

!098
.061

381
.007
.032

.069

.090

.106

Ref.

/33/

/127/

/10/

/130/

/42.127/

/39/

/«/

/8,63,84,141/

/8,63,84,141/

/84/

/84/

/8,84/

/63,84/

/8,84/

/84/



Table 13. The EPR parameters of the Sn 3 + -type centers in various crystals.

The shf parameters A; and A refers to the nearest-neighbour ligands.

Center T(K) g U 9A(MHz) A (mT) A (mT) Ref.

Sn^+in NaCl 77 2.011 24600 1,64 0.54 /93/"~

(Sn3+)' in NaCl 77 2.00 20500 ""'pi'/""

{Sn3+)" in NaCl 77 2.00 25200 " /76*""~

Sn3+ in KC1 77 2.013 24400 1.76 0.50 ' " m i " "

(Snjh' in KC1 77 2.00 20100 " /76/"~

(Sn3+)'' in KC1 77 2.00 25200 nil""

(Sn3+}j in KC1 35 2.011 19220 1.82 0.73 /121/"

( S n ^ + ) n in KC1 35 1.997 22610 1.75 0.45 /12I/

Sn 3 + in SnCl2 77 2.00 Ais=17495 /35/

Sn3h in Snl2 77 2.00 Ais=28676 /35/

Sn 3 + in SnS04 77 1.993 Ai<;=29330 /35/

Sn 3 + in K2SnFg 30 2.0011 29745 - /33/

Sn 3 + in CdS 77 o =2.0024 Alt=15825 /39/
g"=2.O031 Ai=15212

Sn 3 + in CdSe 77 a =2.0059 A.,=13663 11.4" 3.36 /39/

9j.=2.O16O Ax-13610

Sn 3 + in CdTe 20 2.1012 11794 20.3 6.96 /42/

Sn 3 + in ZnS(cub) 77 2.0057 15644 /10/

Sn 3 + in ZnS(hex) 2.0075 16353 /126/
,-

Sn in ZnSe 2.0176 14780 /69/
Sn 3 + in ZnSe 2.0251 14291 /68/
Sn in ZnTe 20 2.1001 12265 18.4 7.61 /42/
Sn3+ in ZnO 1.9877 9974 /62/

Table 14. The EPR parameters of the Pb -type centers in various crystals.

The shf parameters A and A refer to the nearest-neighbour ligands,
i::s:333333z:s====23csssassssaii3SE=z3i:;i:3i:=::: = ::iiz;:sasS3 = :::::z;3:3Si; = ; : =

Center . T(K) g 207A{MHz} A^mT) A (mT) Ref.

Pb^+ in LiCI 77 2.033 33600 /102.103/

"Pb3/ in NaCl 77 2.034 33600 1.28 0.98 /93.102/

(Pb3+)' in NaCl - 77 2.040 35500 1.41 0.64 /76/

(Pb3+)" in NaCl 77 2.040 35500 /76/

Pb3+vc in KC1 77 2.034 33000 1.42 0.64 /102.119/

Pb3+2vc 1n KC1 77 2.034 33000 1.53 0.73 /119/

(Pb3+)' in KC1 77 2.030 33000 1.28 0.5 /76/

(Pb^+)" in KC1 77 2.030 33000 /76/

Pb ^ in RbCl 77 2.0033 32700 ' /102/

Pb3+in CaF2 77 2.0020 52800 11.2 4.32 /35,81.94/

2.0007 13.6 1.67 /110/

Pb^+ in Srf2 77 2.0018 51350 10.3 4.36 /81 ,94/

Pb3+ in BaF2 77 1.9963 49580 9.29 4.39 /81 ,94/

Pb3+ in PbC03 77 2.00 34700 " /35/

Pb 3 + in BaPbF, 30 2.0023 47868 /33/
_^o_

Pb^+ in PbF2 77 2.007 47100 8.24 4.49 /101/

Pb 3 + in ThO2 77 1.9666 36875 /78.117/

Pb 3 + in ThO- 77 g -1.9704 A,,-35796 (I5F)1.43 0.299 /78,79,117/
z d g|l.= 1.9637 Ax=35404

Pb 3 + in CeO2 77 1.9649 36096 /78/

Pb^+ in CaO 1.6 1.999 32070 /36/

Pb 3 + in ZnO 1.6 2.013 24220 /36/

Pb 3 + in CaCO-Jcalcit) 77 g =1.9704 A,,«35796 /79,9S,111/
c J gV=l-9637 Ax=35404

Pb^+ in CaMO. 100 a =1.9919 A,,=38410 /37,38/
c 4 gj.= 1.9887 AJ=38437

Pb 3 + in rPO, 300 g, =2.0001 A,,=48691 A J ( 3 I P ) = 0 . 2 7 /2/
* g^'2.0002 A^SSIO Au( 1-1.33



Table 14.

Center

PbJ+

Pb3+

Pb3+

Pb3+

Pb3+

Pb3 +

Pb3+

Pb3+

Pb3 +

in

in

in

in

in

in

in

in

in

(continuation }

LuPO4

Y3Ga5°15

Lu3Ga5°12

Y3A15°12

Lu3A15°12

CdS

CdTe

ZnSe

ZnTe

CaSe

' T(K)

300

300

300

300

77

20

77

77

g

g,,-2.OOOl
gj_=2.0Oll

2.002

2.001

2.002

2.000

g=2.0020
ga=2.0049

2.2054

2.0721

2.167

2.173

207A(MHz)

A,, =49530
Aj,=49800

=37860
=37980

38130

40138

41427

36800

14642

20654

15680

20480

As(mT) Ap

A|(^P)=0.24
A u( ) = 1.43

13.5 6.04

7.43 3.79

4.29 2.32

{mT) Ref.

m

IV

IV
IV

IV
Z35.39/

/31.42/
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